To Whom it May Concern Re OPTION TRADING IN IRAs

I have spent more than three years learning about SAFE Option Trades and how to do them SAFELY AND CORRECTLY. It is only when uneducated and greedy traders conned by advertisements of HUGH gains; that loose their fortune, therefore to them it is very very risky, taking BIG RISKY bets and using margins etc.

I have grown my life savings in various accounts including IRAs; by using small; SAFE Trades. In addition I use the income from OPTION TRADING to supplement my daily income because I am retired.

I only do Very Safe trades, eg SELLING Covered Calls and PUT Options, one Very Safe Blue Chips, Only when I OWN them or would like to OWN them at a lower price [ This is no different from eg. A Limit BUY order, but at the same time in gives me the chance to EARN a SMALL BUT NOT RISKY Option PREMIUM.

PLEASE TO NOT STOP OPTION TRADING IN IRAs, SURE PLEASE review and TWEAK the REQUIREMENTS in those accounts in order to allow SAFE and NON Margin, tardes etc.

Thanking you

Robert L Chew